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Why Apple Asks for Your Passcode or Password with a New Login (and Why It’s Safe)

by GLENN FLEISHMAN
If you’ve set up or restored an Apple device recently and have two-factor authentication enabled on 

your Apple ID, you may have seen a message during 
configuration that defies your understanding of how 
Apple maintains device privacy and account security.

The message reads something like, “Enter Mac 
Password. Enter the password you use to unlock the 
Mac ‘name here’. This password protects your Apple 
ID, saved passwords, and other data stored in iCloud. 
Your password is encrypted and cannot be read by 
Apple.” The prompt might instead ask for your iPhone 
or iPad passcode.

Doesn’t this seem contradictory, confusing, and just 
plain wrong? Why would Apple ask for the password or 
passcode for one of your other devices? Could it be 
some sort of scam? What exactly is going on here?

I encountered this issue, as did Take Control 
publisher Joe Kissell, in preparing the iOS 13 and 
iPadOS 13 revision to my long-running networking 
and security book, Connect and Secure Your iPhone 
and iPad. (It has a new, shorter title in this release, and 
is already updated for iOS 13.1—check it out if you’re 
looking for more information about iOS networking, 
privacy, and security.)

While I had heard of this prompt happening once last year, I had never seen it myself. Now I’ve figured 
out what is going on by reviewing Apple’s documentation and deducing the missing pieces. The short 
answer is that this prompt is actually Apple working to protect your security, and the explanation is 
accurate. But it’s not sufficiently detailed—that would require screens of text—to explain what’s going 
on. Here’s the skinny.

iCloud Stores Two Kinds of Secured Data for You
All the data that’s synced between your devices via iCloud is encrypted while in transit  (generally using 

HTTPS) and at rest on Apple’s servers. Some of it is available in decrypted form if you were to access it 
via iCloud.com. For that subset, Apple maintains the encryption keys that protect the data when it’s at 
rest, and it could turn over that data if forced to by law enforcement.

Apple discloses which data is stored with encryption keys it possesses. In very rare circumstances, 
someone who compromised Apple’s keys or server security could extract that iCloud.com-accessible 
information from a transmission or from iCloud. It’s extremely unlikely, but it’s not strictly impossible.

This data could also be at risk in a successful phishing attack. Phishing requires only that an attacker 
fools someone into thinking they are entering their credentials into a legitimate site that is, instead, a 
man-in-the-middle. There are many kinds of phishing attacks, one severe type of which involves 
obtaining fraudulently issued HTTPS certificates that can have all the trappings of a legitimate and 
secure site.
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I had to take a photo of this unusual 
login screen, as it was during setup and 

screen capture wasn’t available.

https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/connect-secure/
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/connect-secure/
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/connect-secure/
https://www.takecontrolbooks.com/connect-secure/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202303
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202303
https://www.fastcompany.com/3042030/the-huge-web-security-loophole-that-most-people-dont-know-about-and-how-its-be
https://www.fastcompany.com/3042030/the-huge-web-security-loophole-that-most-people-dont-know-about-and-how-its-be
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SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) is cancelled until January.

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit.
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Quarter page   $15 
Half page   $25 
Full page   $50 
Insert                  $15

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for 
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Sponsor ing Membersh ips a re a l so 
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the front page. Sponsoring Memberships 
are $100 for one year.

MEETING DATES
 

Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
dates are as follows:

November 4, 2019*
December 9, 2019

* Meeting Date changes

------------- 2020 -------------
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March 9  
April 13  
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You can find the previous issues of the 
Silicon Summit posted in PDF format at 
the SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
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6:45 Networking Break
7:00 Apple Happenings & Changes by Rich 

Voelker
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Announcements
November Meeting Date Changed
The November General Meeting’s date has been changed to the 4th.

SIG Meeting Cancelled!!
The CityMac store in Colorado Springs is now closed due to unforeseen  reasons. That means there is no SIG meeting for 
November or December. The SIG meetings will resume in January at the fire station on Hadley and Flying W Ranch Rd (where 
we used to meet in 2018). Thank you for your patience.

November Guest Speaker
Rich Voelker will talk about Apple’s new Catalina System

2020 Meeting Dates
General Meeting: 1/13  2/10  3/9  4/13  5/11  6/8  7/13  8/10  9/14  10/12  11/9  12/14
Board Meeting: 1/27  2/24  3/23  4/27  5/18*  6/22  7/27  8/24  9/28  10/26 11/23 12/28 (*Date change)

SIG Meeting: 1/11 2/8 3/14 4/11 5/9 6/13 7/11* 8/8 9/12 10/10 11/14 12/12 (*7/11 meeting location changed to the Dublin 
fire station)

Door Prizes For The November Meeting:
Commander One Pro [Software]
$10 Apple card
Rich Voelker’s prizes

Club News
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The attacker could then simply use your login name and password to initiate an attempt to log in to iCloud, even triggering Apple to send you an 
extra login token used for two-factor authentication, which, if you entered it on the phishing site, could be used by the attacker at iCloud.

Apple users have been phished, of course, although as far as I know, Apple has never suffered from a fraudulent certificate attack. Some visitors to 
Google sites were phished in this way on multiple occasions several years ago. Since then, certificate-issuing and -tracking procedures and the way 
browsers check for legitimately issued documents have substantially reduced but not eliminated that particular risk.

Because of phishing risks, Apple has chosen to protect some data that it views as highly secure or very private with end-to-end encryption that 
prevents Apple from knowing anything about the contents of the synced data. Apple doesn’t possess any of the keys required to decrypt this data 
passing through its servers. Instead, those keys reside only on individual iPhones, iPads, and Macs.

There’s a full list of end-to-end encrypted services at Apple’s iCloud security overview page, but they include iCloud Keychain, Screen Time 
information, Health data, Wi-Fi passwords, the People album in Photos, and the new Find Me service’s crowdsourced location information. There 
are also likely other bits of data that facilitate device-to-device interactions.

As a result, you cannot view these categories of data at iCloud.com, only using your devices. In essence, iCloud acts as a sync service with zero 
knowledge about what it’s transmitting. If Apple were asked to disclose this information by a government, it could only produce unreadable 
encrypted data, by design. (This approach is distinct from the way Apple stores even more sensitive data—credit-card numbers, passcodes, and 
fingerprint or face parameters—in the Secure Enclave of iPhones, iPads, and Macs with T2 chips. That data never even leaves the Secure Enclave, 
and much of it is stored in the chip already irreversibly transformed through one-way encryption.)

Apple’s iCloud syncing system relies on public-key cryptography, which uses linked pairs of keys: one public and one private. The public key can 
be shared freely and used by anyone who wants to encrypt material meant for the owner of the private key, who can then decrypt that data. For 
iCloud Keychain and similar sensitive data, Apple has your devices generate and maintain a set of public and private keys that enable interaction with 
the information synced across iCloud. The devices never reveal their private keys and have the public keys of all the other devices connected to an 
iCloud account.

The data protected in this way is stored as individual packages—for example, a URL, account name, and password as a single unit—and 
identified with random metadata that’s meaningless except to establish a unique ID for each data package. Devices in the user’s sync set, including 
newly enrolled hardware, sync by exchanging metadata information. Let’s say your iPhone is missing a Web site login you just created on your Mac. 
The Mac encrypts the login entry with the public key of the iPhone, which receives it via iCloud sync, and then decrypts it with its private key. This 
approach is both typical and sensible.

The hard part isn’t syncing data privately. Rather, it comes when you want to add a new device to this set. To understand how that works, we 
need to understand the role of your iCloud password.

An Extra Element to Protect against Interception
Apple’s iOS 12 security white paper explains this system in some depth, noting that your iCloud Apple ID account password by itself can be 

used to enroll a new device. That isn’t as worrying as it might sound, because Apple doesn’t know your password. Instead, it stores only an encrypted 
form of the password. Whenever you enter your password, it’s run through a one-way encryption algorithm that performs a vast number of 
mathematical operations—the process is called “hashing”—that makes it effectively impossible to determine the original password. (This is also used 
for a lot of data stored in a Secure Enclave, like your passcode.)

You could enable an iCloud Security Code as an “out-of-band” element—something that is never transmitted by the same means as other data. 
Out-of-band elements are a common way to block data hijacking by requiring a secret that has never been put online. In this case, it’s something 
you create or Apple creates for you on one device and that you enter on another.

(Never heard of an iCloud Security Code? You’re not alone! It’s barely mentioned on Apple’s site, and Apple’s white paper doesn’t discuss the 
code deeply. I recall using one years ago, and TidBITS publisher Adam Engst had never heard the term before editing this article.)

But there’s a flaw in both the iCloud password and the iCloud Security Code approaches, and I wonder if that’s why Apple is now asking for 
passwords or passcodes from other devices in your sync set. The iCloud Security Code is yet another piece of information to remember and deal 
with and thus runs counter to Apple’s commitment to simplicity. It was also created when iCloud Keychain was the only set of data Apple secured 
end-to-end and synced via iCloud, and before both two-step verification and the later two-factor authentication for Apple ID. It may not be robust 
enough to match Apple’s current security and authentication requirements.

As for the iCloud password, it suffers from a different set of concerns. While Apple doesn’t know your iCloud password, whenever you log in at 
iCloud.com, your encrypted password is sent to Apple, which holds it just long enough to perform the hash and test it against its stored value. 
However, it’s not inconceivable—though, again, it’s unlikely—that the password could be captured during that transmission, phished, or stolen in 
some other way. Apple obviously thinks about it in this way: Since it’s conceivable that the password could be intercepted, Apple has to defend 
against interception as though it happens every day.

Some companies have tried to move away from the need to transfer even a hashed password. AgileBits, for instance, built 1Password.com around 
newer browser-based encryption algorithms—no unencrypted passwords or data are stored by AgileBits or ever sent to the browser. Instead, the 

Continued from page 1

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202303
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202303
https://www.apple.com/business/docs/site/iOS_Security_Guide.pdf
https://www.apple.com/business/docs/site/iOS_Security_Guide.pdf
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browser itself performs all the necessary encryption and sends the encrypted data to AgileBits. After login, the 1Password.com servers only send 
encrypted packages to the user’s browser, which holds encryption keys locally and only for the duration of the session.

Apple hasn’t transitioned to this method with iCloud.com, and so it makes sense that instead of relying on an iCloud password, which could be 
stolen or phished, it has instead moved to this device-passcode/password system. Apple hasn’t yet documented this new approach, which is why I’m 
not being more precise about how it all works. None of the text on the screen users see appears on Apple’s support or marketing sites, and there’s no 
mention of the process in the white paper noted above or elsewhere. But I’ve heard about the process previously from readers, Take Control publisher 
Joe Kissell recently saw it on setting up a new device, and I finally saw it after upgrading to iOS 13 on my iPhone.

Here’s how the new system works, as far as I can determine:
1. You log into your Apple ID on the device you’re setting up and confirm a second-factor login. (Password-only Apple ID accounts, which 

Apple strongly discourages and which we recommend against, don’t seem to get these dialogs.)
2. On at least one of the devices in the iCloud sync set, Apple adds an encrypted version of that device’s passcode or password to the set of shared 

information. The only information attached to that payload that Apple can read is the type of device and the name of the device.
3. Apple syncs this information to iCloud, and the setup process on the new device then pulls it down, prompting you to enter the passcode or 

password.
4. Once you enter the correct passcode or password, the new device dumps the passcode/password data from the set, instead generating and 

relying on a new pair of encryption keys, just like the other devices. The new device becomes part of the trusted set of devices that can sync 
your end-to-end encrypted iCloud data.

It’s possible that Apple retains the encrypted passcode and password of the shared key for every device that’s in the set. However, that would seem 
to be an ongoing risk, as it would conceivably allow someone who obtains that secret to gain further access.

What this process appears to show is that Apple never sees, handles, or stores your device passcode or password in unencrypted form, and it never 
passes the passcode or password over anything but secure transport. It requires only your Apple ID account name and password, sent over HTTPS, 
as the first stage of logging into iCloud, but not for the later stages.

Overall, this new approach seems rational and secure. Apple would do well to give users more confidence in what’s happening by providing an 
explanatory support document, and I hope Apple will give in-depth details when it updates the iOS security white paper for iOS 13.

Apple Releases AirPods Pro with Noise Cancellation
by ADAM ENGST

The AirPods have been one of Apple’s most popular products of the last few years, so it wasn’t surprising when Apple introduced the 
second-generation AirPods (“Second-Generation AirPods Gain “Hey Siri” and Optional Wireless Charging,” 
20 March 2019). More surprising is today’s release of the AirPods Pro, which build on those features to address 
some of the criticisms of Apple’s wireless earbuds. The new capabilities come with a price hike to $249, which 
includes a Wireless Charging Case. The AirPods Pro require at least the just-released iOS 13.2, iPadOS 13.2, and 
the upcoming watchOS 6.1, tvOS 13.2, and macOS Catalina 10.15.1.

(Warning—the scrolljacking on the AirPods Pro product page is slow, clumsy, and annoying; you’re better off 
reading Apple’s press release if you don’t have all day to scroll.)

Most notably, Apple redesigned the AirPods Pro for improved comfort and fit. Although the original AirPods 
were lauded by many who found the wired EarPods uncomfortable, plenty of people still had trouble wearing the 
AirPods. Each of the AirPods Pro earbuds comes with three sizes of soft, flexible, silicone ear tips. Apple says the ear 
tips use a vent system to equalize pressure and reduce discomfort. By sealing the ear canal, the ear tips block more 
outside noise.

The AirPods Pro also offer an Ear Tip Fit Test, presumably accessed in iOS 13.2 or iPadOS 13.2, which somehow tests the quality of the seal and 
identifies the best ear tip size for you. The test’s algorithms measure the sound level in each ear and compare it to what’s coming from the speaker 
driver, then suggest if you need a different ear tip or should adjust the seal.

Although the ear tips should provide some level of passive noise cancellation, the real win will come from the new Active Noise Cancellation mode. 
It uses a pair of microphones—one facing out to sample the external environment and the other facing inward—and advanced algorithms that adapt 
the sound signal 200 times per second to cancel background noise. For frequent flyers, the AirPods Pro may be well worth the money for the active 
noise cancellation alone. Perhaps traveling business professionals are the audience that supports the “Pro” moniker.

However, there’s a problem with noise cancellation—passive or active—which is that sometimes you want to be able to listen to your music or 
podcast or audiobook without being entirely isolated from your environment. Runners need to be able to hear cars, bikes, and other runners—once, 
in a single-track trail race, I seriously startled an earbuds-wearing woman when I brushed past her too closely because she hadn’t been able to hear my 
shouted warnings as I overtook her. (Luckily, she couldn’t hear my subsequent imprecations either.) And anyone who commutes by bus, train, or 
plane needs to be able to hear important announcements.

https://tidbits.com/2019/03/20/second-generation-airpods-gain-hey-siri-and-optional-wireless-charging/
https://tidbits.com/2019/03/20/second-generation-airpods-gain-hey-siri-and-optional-wireless-charging/
https://www.apple.com/airpods-pro/
https://www.apple.com/airpods-pro/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2019/10/apple-reveals-new-airpods-pro-available-october-30/
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2019/10/apple-reveals-new-airpods-pro-available-october-30/
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2019/10/AirPods-Pro.jpg
https://tidbits.com/uploads/2019/10/AirPods-Pro.jpg
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To enable that, Apple has created Transparency mode, which adjusts the noise cancellation levels to ensure that your own voice sounds natural to 

you. Presumably, that’s a stand-in for being able to hear important sounds around you. You can switch between Active Noise Cancellation and 
Transparency modes using a new “force sensor” on the stem of the AirPods—is that Apple’s new term for a pressure-sensitive button? Alternatively, 
the volume slider in Control Center or the AirPlay icon on an Apple Watch both let you adjust modes. The AirPods Pro force sensor also enables 
you to play, pause, or skip tracks, and answer or hang up phone calls—for anything more, you can use Siri.

Active Noise Cancellation mode does consume more battery power, dropping the standard 5 hours of listening time to 4.5 hours. But the AirPods 
Pro boast 3.5 hours of talk time, which is up to 30 minutes more talk time than the second-generation AirPods. As with previous AirPods models, 
the Wireless Charging Case provides additional charges for up to 24 hours of listening time or 18 hours of talk time.

Apple makes much of the immersive sound quality of the AirPods Pro, using lots of breathless 
adjectives. The AirPods Pro probably sound better than the AirPods, but we’ll have to wait for the 
audiophiles to weigh in on whether such purple prose is warranted:

AirPods Pro deliver superior sound quality with Adaptive EQ, which automatically 
tunes the low- and mid-frequencies of the music to the shape of an individual’s ear—
resulting in a rich, immersive listening experience. A custom high dynamic range 
amplifier produces pure, incredibly clear sound while also extending battery life, and 
powers a custom high-excursion, low-distortion speaker driver designed to optimize audio 
quality and remove background noise. The driver provides consistent, rich bass down to 
20Hz and detailed mid- and high-frequency audio.
The AirPods Pro with Wireless Charging Case are available to order now for $249 and will start arriving on 30 October 2019. The 

second-generation AirPods remain available for $159 with the wired charging case or $199 with a Wireless Charging Case. The Wireless Charging 
Case itself remains priced at $79.

We’ll see if Apple can produce sufficient quantities of the AirPods Pro to meet demand, a challenge that took the company quite some time to 
meet for the original AirPods.

ExtraBITs
Comparing Apple’s Old and New Map Data -- Curious about how much work Apple is putting into improving the data underlying its Maps 
app? With Apple’s release of the Northeast US map data, Justin O’Beirne has posted a fascinating comparison of the old and new maps.

Fearing Shooters, Schools Put Kids under Surveillance -- In the wake of mass shootings in the United States, schools are spending millions on 
surveillance systems to find out what their students are thinking and saying. The legitimate benefits come with troubling questions of privacy.

Beware Mail Data Loss in Catalina -- Here’s yet another reason to hold off on upgrading to macOS 10.15 Catalina—reports of data loss in Mail 
after updating its data store from Mojave to Catalina and when moving messages between mailboxes.

Adobe Cuts Service to Users in Venezuela -- Due to US sanctions against Venezuela, Adobe is cutting off service to the country, highlighting one 
of the pitfalls of subscription-based software.

Don’t Take Lightning Cables from Strangers -- A hacker claims to be mass-producing a Lightning cable that could make it easier for a determined 
attacker to hack into a Mac or PC, but there isn’t much to worry about yet.

Apple Card Offers a Disaster Relief Program -- Those who use the Apple Card and live in an area impacted by a natural disaster are being offered 
access to a new Apple Card Disaster Relief Program that might be welcome in trying financial times.

Backblaze 7.0 Extends Version History, Supports Catalina -- Perturbed that the online backup service Backblaze retains old versions of files and 
deleted files for only 30 days? You can now pay extra to maintain such files in your online backup for either 1 year or forever.

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet 
topics. For free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.

https://tidbits.com/2019/10/02/comparing-apples-old-and-new-map-data/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/02/comparing-apples-old-and-new-map-data/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/23/fearing-shooters-schools-put-kids-under-surveillance/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/23/fearing-shooters-schools-put-kids-under-surveillance/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/11/beware-mail-data-loss-in-catalina/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/11/beware-mail-data-loss-in-catalina/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/09/adobe-cuts-service-to-users-in-venezuela/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/09/adobe-cuts-service-to-users-in-venezuela/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/09/dont-take-lightning-cables-from-strangers/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/09/dont-take-lightning-cables-from-strangers/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/10/apple-card-offers-a-disaster-relief-program/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/10/apple-card-offers-a-disaster-relief-program/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/08/backblaze-7-0-extends-version-history-supports-catalina/
https://tidbits.com/2019/10/08/backblaze-7-0-extends-version-history-supports-catalina/
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
iOS 13.2 and iPadOS 13.2 Serve Up Deep Fusion, HomeKit Enhancements, and HomePod Features

by JOSH CENTERS ADAM ENGST
Apple has released iOS 13.2 and iPadOS 13.2, which deliver promised features and fix a slew of bugs. You can install the updates, which weigh in 

at 597.3 MB on an iPhone X and 534.1 MB on a 10.5-inch iPad Pro, in Settings > General > Software Update, through the Finder in macOS 
10.15 Catalina, or otherwise through iTunes.

If you’ve already updated to iOS 13 and iPadOS 13, keep installing 
these updates. If not, it’s probably worth holding off a bit longer, but we’re 
getting closer to the point where Apple should have found and fixed the 
most egregious bugs.

The marquee feature of iOS 13.2 is the promised Deep Fusion for the 
iPhone 11 models, which uses machine learning to combine multiple 
camera exposures into a single image with superior image quality and less 
noise (see “Apple Announces iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, and iPhone 11 Pro Max,” 10 September 2019). Users of those new iPhones can now 
also change the video resolution directly from the Camera app.

Both iOS 13.2 and iPadOS 13.2 also add delayed HomeKit features, such as HomeKit Secure Video, which lets you securely store security 
camera footage in iCloud, and HomeKit-enabled routers, which let you quarantine HomeKit accessories from the rest of your network. When 
Apple first announced this feature earlier this year, the company specified support for routers from Eero, Linksys, and Spectrum, but there was no 
mention of any of those companies in the release notes (see “Apple Announces iOS 13 and Breaks Out iPadOS,” 3 June 2019). Stay tuned!

Meanwhile, on the Siri privacy front, these updates offer a new setting to control whether Apple stores recordings of your Siri queries and 
Dictation entries, and an option to delete Siri and Dictation data from Apple’s servers. This change comes in response to the controversy 
surrounding Apple’s use of contractors to monitor Siri recordings for quality control (see “Apple Announces Siri Privacy Reforms,” 29 August 
2019).

Rounding out the new features, iOS 13.2 includes support for Apple’s just-announced AirPods Pro (see “Apple Releases AirPods Pro with 
Noise Cancellation,” 28 October 2019) and improved performance when using AssistiveTouch to activate the App Switcher. Finally, Apple added 
some new emojis—whee.

The update also squashes a number of bugs that:
• Prevented passwords from auto-filling in third-party apps
• Prevented the keyboard from appearing when using Spotlight search
• Caused swiping up to go to the Home screen to fail on iPhones without Home buttons
• Made Messages send only a single notification even when repeat alerts were enabled in Settings > Notifications > Messages > Repeat Alerts
• Caused Messages to show only a phone number and not a contact name
• Caused Contacts to launch to the last-opened contact instead of the contact list
• Prevented Markup annotations from being saved
• Temporarily hid saved notes in Notes
• Prevented manual iCloud backups from completing successfully
iOS 13.2 for HomePod
Apple has also, at long last, released iOS 13.2 for the HomePod. Although your HomePod should 

update itself soon, if it doesn’t, Apple provides manual installation instructions. That said, 9to5Mac 
is reporting that iOS 13.2 is bricking some HomePods, so don’t rush to update if it doesn’t happen 
automatically. (Adam Engst’s HomePods downloaded the update, but he’s holding off on tapping 
Update All until more is known about the bricking problem.)

iOS 13.2 delivers the feature many HomePod-using families have been waiting for—the capability 
to distinguish between the voices of different family members. Until now, only one Apple ID could be 
associated with a HomePod, meaning that only one person could use Siri on the HomePod to set 
reminders, make calendar events, and perform other actions that relied on the Enable Personal 
Requests switch. In theory, this should also allow different people to get personalized Apple Music 

https://tidbits.com/2019/09/10/apple-announces-iphone-11-iphone-11-pro-and-iphone-11-pro-max/
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suggestions.

Here’s what else is new for the HomePod:
• The option to Handoff music, podcasts, and phone calls from an iPhone to a HomePod
• The option to add HomePod music to a HomeKit scene
• Ambient Sounds, which are relaxing sounds you can play in the background
• Sleep timers, which work with both music and Ambient Sounds
Michael Cohen, whose HomePod updated with no problem, tells us that the trick for playing Ambient 

Sounds is to say something like “Hey Siri, play soundType sounds,” where soundType includes “fireplace,” 
“forest,” “night,” “ocean,” “rain,” “stream,” and “white noise.” If you discover other types, let us know in the 
comments.

Apple has yet to publish online release notes or security notes for these updates. According to Apple’s 
security updates page, Apple also released tvOS 13.2, but no release notes are yet available. We also anticipate 
the release of macOS 10.15.1 Catalina and watchOS 6.1 soon, since they’re both required for the AirPods Pro.

Six Reasons Why iOS 13 and Catalina Are So Buggy
by DAVID SHAYER

iOS 13 and macOS 10.15 Catalina have been unusually buggy releases for Apple. The betas started out buggy at WWDC in June, which is not 
unexpected, but even after Apple removed some features from the final releases in September, more problems have forced the company to publish 
quick updates. Why? Based on my 18 years of experience working as an Apple software engineer, I have a few ideas.

Overloaded Feature Lists Lead to Schedule Chicken
Apple is aggressive about including significant features in upcoming products. Tight schedules and ambitious feature sets mean software engineers 

and quality assurance (QA) engineers routinely work nights and weekends as deadlines approach. Inevitably some features are postponed for a future 
release, as we saw with iCloud Drive Folder Sharing.

In a well-run project, features that are lagging behind are cut early, so engineers can devote their time to polishing the features that will actually 
ship. But sometimes managers play “schedule chicken” since no one wants to admit in the departmental meeting that their part of the project is 
behind. Instead, they hope someone else working on another aspect of that feature is running even later, so they reap the benefit of the feature being 
delayed without taking the hit of being the one who delayed it. But if no one blinks, engineers continue to work on a feature that can’t possibly be 
completed in time and that eventually gets pushed off to a future release.

Apple could address this 
scheduling problem by not 
packing so many features 
into each release, but that’s 
just not the company 
culture. Products that 
aren’t on a set release 
schedule, like the AirPods 
or the rumored Bluetooth 
tracking tiles, can be 
delayed until they’re really 
solid. But products on an 
annual release schedule, 
like iPhones and operating 
systems, must ship in 
September, whatever state 
they’re in.

Crash Reports Don’t 
Identify Non-Crashing 
Bugs

If you have reporting 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210393
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210393
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turned on (which I recommend), Apple’s built-in crash reporter automatically reports application crashes, and even kernel crashes, back to the 
company. A crash report includes a lot of data. Especially useful is the stack trace, which shows exactly where the code crashed, and more 
importantly, how it got to that point. A stack trace often enables an engineer to track down the crash and fix it.

Crash reports are uniquely identified by the stack trace. The same stack trace on multiple crash reports means all those users are seeing the same 
crash. The crash reporter backend sorts crash reports by matching the stack traces, and those that occur most often get the highest priority. Apple 
takes crash reports seriously and tries hard to fix them. As a result, Apple software crashes a lot less than it used to.

Unfortunately, the crash reporter can’t catch non-crashing bugs. It’s blind to the photos that never upload to iCloud, the contact card that just 
won’t sync from my Mac to my iPhone, the Time Capsule backups that get corrupted and have to be restarted every few months, and the setup app 
on my new iPhone 11 that got caught in a loop repeatedly asking me to sign in to my iCloud account, until I had to call Apple support. (These are 
all real problems I’ve experienced.)

Apple tracks non-crashing bugs the old-fashioned way: with human testers (QA engineers), automated tests, and reports from third-party 
developers and Apple support. Needless to say, this approach is as much an art as it is a science, and it’s much harder both to identify non-crashing 
bugs (particularly from reports from Apple support) and for the engineers to track them down.

Less-Important Bugs Are Triaged
During development, Apple triages bugs based on the phase of the development cycle and the bug severity. Before alpha, engineers can fix pretty 

much any bug they want to. But as development moves into alpha, and then beta, only serious bugs that block major features are fixed, and as the 
ship date nears, only bugs that cause data loss or crashes get fixed.

This approach is sensible. As an engineer, every time you change the code, there’s a chance you’ll introduce a new bug. Changes also trigger a 
whole new round of testing. When you’re close to shipping, a known bug with understood impact is better than adding a fix that might break 
something new that you’d be unaware of.

Bugs that generate a lot of Apple Store visits or support calls usually get fixed. After all, it costs serious money to pay enough support reps to help 
lots of users. It’s much cheaper to fix the bug. When I worked on Apple products, we’d get a list of the top bugs driving Apple Store visits and 
support calls, and we were expected to fix them.

Unfortunately, bugs that are rare or not terribly serious—those that cause mere confusion instead of data loss—are continually pushed to the back 
burner by the triage system.

Regressions Get Fixed. Old Bugs Get Ignored.
Apple is lousy at fixing old bugs.
Apple pays special attention to new products like the iPhone 11, looking for serious customer problems. It jumps on them quickly and generally 

does a good job of eradicating major issues. But any bugs that are minor or unusual enough to survive this early scrutiny may persist forever.
Remember what I said about changes causing new bugs? If an engineer accidentally breaks a working feature, that’s called a regression. They’re 

expected to fix it.
But if you file a bug report, and the QA engineer determines that bug also exists in previous releases of the software, it’s marked “not a regression.” 

By definition, it’s not a new bug, it’s an old bug. Chances are, no one will ever be assigned to fix it.
Not all groups at Apple work this way, but many do. It drove me crazy. One group I knew at Apple even made “Not a Regression” T-shirts. If a 

bug isn’t a regression, they don’t have to fix it. That’s why the iCloud photo upload bug and the contact syncing bug I mentioned above may never 
be fixed.

Automated Tests Are Used Sparingly
The software industry goes through fads, just like the fashion industry. Automated 

testing is currently fashionable. There are various types of automated testing: test-driven 
design, unit tests, user-driven testing, etc. No need to go into the details here, except to say 
that, apart from a few specific areas, Apple doesn’t do a lot of automated testing. Apple is 
highly reliant on manual testing, probably too much so.

The most significant area of automated testing is battery performance. Every day’s 
operating system build is loaded onto devices (iPhones, iPads, Apple Watches, etc.) that 
run through a set of automated tests to ensure that battery performance hasn’t degraded. 
(Of course, these automated tests look only at Apple code, so real-world interactions 
can—and often do—result in significant battery performance issues that have to be 
tracked down and fixed manually.)

Beyond batteries, a few groups inside Apple are known for their use of automated tests. 
Safari is probably the most famous. Every code check-in triggers a performance test. If the 

https://tidbits.com/uploads/2019/10/Envision-crash.jpg
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check-in slows Safari performance, it’s rejected. More automated testing would probably help Apple’s software quality.

Complexity Has Ballooned
Another complication for Apple is the continually growing complexity of its ecosystem. Years ago, Apple sold only Macs. Processors had only one 

core. A program with 100,000 lines of code was large, and most were single-threaded.
A modern Apple operating system has tens of millions of lines of code. Your Mac, iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch, AirPods, and HomePod all talk to 

each other and talk to iCloud. All apps are multi-threaded and communicate with one another over the (imperfect) Internet.
Today’s Apple products are vastly more complex than in the past, which makes development and testing harder. The test matrix doesn’t just have 

more rows (for features and OS versions), it also has more dimensions (for compatible products it has to test against). Worse, asynchronous events 
like multiple threads running on multiple cores, push notifications, and network latency mean it’s practically impossible to create a comprehensive 
test suite.

Looking Forward
In an unprecedented move, Apple announced iOS 13.1 before iOS 13.0 shipped, a rare admission of how serious the software quality problem is. 

Apple has immense resources, and the company’s engineers will tame this year’s problem.
In the short term, you can expect more bug fix updates on a more frequent schedule than in past years. Longer-term, I’m sure that the higher-ups 

at Apple are fully aware of the problem and are pondering how best to address it. Besides the fact that bugs are expensive, both in support costs and 
engineer time, they’re starting to become a public relations concern. Apple charges premium prices for premium products, and lapses in software 
quality stand to hurt the company’s reputation.

Fixing iPadOS 13’s Glacial Performance on the iPad Air 2
by ADAM ENGST

If you have an iPad Air 2 still running iOS 12, you might want to hold off on upgrading to iPadOS 13, and if you must, make sure you have at 
least one backup before proceeding.

TidBITS reader Randy Parker reported that after upgrading from iOS 12 to iPadOS 13.1.2, his iPad Air 2 was so sluggish that it was essentially 
unusable. He couldn’t get past the Wi-Fi password screen during setup, likely due to the connection timing out, and once it eventually connected on 
its own, actions that were normally instant, such as navigating within Settings, 
were taking up to a minute. Similar reports have appeared on the Apple Support 
Communities forum.

When Randy called Apple, the support agent said that the problem was a 
known issue with the iPad Air 2, and that Apple did not yet have a fix. However, 
the workaround was to reset the iPad Air 2 entirely (using Settings > General > 
Reset > Erase All Content and Settings) and restore from a recent backup. With 
patience, since each tap took a minute or so, Randy was eventually able to work 
through the necessary steps, and after restoring from backup, his iPad Air 2 is 
working correctly and at full speed.

The problem doesn’t affect all iPad Air 2 units, so you may have no issues with 
an upgrade. However, it’s possible that some other iPad models are susceptible as 
well. Regardless, if you experience the problem, try erasing and restoring from 
backup.

How to Connect to Wi-Fi Networks Faster in iOS 13
by GLENN FLEISHMAN

Alongside all the marquee features, Apple always sneaks in something extra when it updates its operating systems. In iOS 13 and iPadOS 13, the 
company added yet another way to connect to a nearby Wi-Fi network, and this new method is a little faster to use than the previous best one.

This new connection option brings the total to four! You may have trouble remembering all of them or have found some awkward to invoke. A 
fourth method isn’t big news, but if you regularly need to connect to new Wi-Fi networks, you might find it more convenient.

I ran across this new Wi-Fi connection method while overhauling my book, Connect and Secure Your iPhone and iPad, for all the many 
changes in iOS 13 and the split into iPadOS 13, and then updating it again for 13.1. The book now includes these Wi-Fi connection tips, along 
with a hundred other new and improved elements, like explaining Apple’s latest anti-tracking technology in Safari and using the revamped Find My 
service. If you need help with networking and security on your iPhone or iPad, please pick up a copy from Take Control. (And feel free to ask me 
any questions it didn’t answer!)

https://discussions.apple.com/thread/250667930
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Let’s look at each of the four ways of connecting to a Wi-Fi network, starting with the newest method.

Use Control Center
In iOS 13, Apple expanded the capabilities of Control Center to provide a new way to access the list of available 

Wi-Fi networks. Here’s how to reach the new interface:
• Swipe to reveal Control Center. (On an iPad or an iPhone X or later, swipe down from the top right of the 

screen; on older iPhones and the iPod touch, swipe up from the bottom of the screen.)
• Tap and hold the network card (the shaded rectangle containing the network buttons) to expand it.
• Tap and hold the Wi-Fi button to bring up a list of networks.
• Tap the network you want to join.
• Enter a password if prompted.
You can also tap Wi-Fi Settings at the bottom to open Settings > Wi-Fi.
This new option isn’t earth-shaking, but it’s definitely easier to get to, especially since you can start from the Lock 

screen without even unlocking your device.

Use the Settings App
Since the earliest days of iOS, you’ve been able to connect to a Wi-Fi network through the Settings app:

• Open Settings > Wi-Fi.
• Tap a network name under Networks.
• Enter a password if prompted.

If the network you want to connect to doesn’t appear because it’s “closed” or 
“hidden”—an outdated security-through-obscurity method that some people still 
use—tap Other and enter the network name and password.
  To make this process more automatic, you can set Ask to Join Networks to either Ask or Notify. With either 
choice, your device will still preferentially connect to a known, stored network. If no known networks are available, 
however, you’ll be prompted to join another network if Ask is selected. (Apple doesn’t explain the criteria for which 
one appears.) A list of all networks appears if you have Notify selected.
  If you have one or more devices with Personal Hotspot enabled, you’ll get a Personal Hotspots list of networks as 
well. Plus, iOS 13 may also show a list of Popular Networks. It apparently determines them by passively scanning 
to see which networks around you other people are already connected to. This approach seems a little invasive, but 
it is using publicly broadcast information. I haven’t yet been able to make the Popular Networks list appear; it’s an 
Apple bullet point for the latest operating systems, but the company provides no clear explanation of it.
  Apple also added Auto-Join Hotspot, which is a “failover” method. If iOS 13 can’t find a known Wi-Fi network, 
it will use Personal Hotspot to connect to an iPhone or cellular iPad logged into the same iCloud account. It can 
even enable Personal Hotspot on the other device if it’s off. (macOS 10.15 Catalina offers a similar option.)
  One final tip. Family Sharing can now integrate with Personal Hotspot. If you’re part of a Family Sharing group, 
tap Settings > Personal Hotspot > Family Sharing. When you enable Family Sharing for Personal Hotspot on that 
screen, you can then set each member of your family to either have automatic access or be required to ask you for 
access. This feature could be welcome when traveling as a family.

Join via a Contact
Since iOS 12, you can join a Wi-Fi network if someone near you has you in their contacts and has the password for a network you want to join. 

This is a handy feature if you’re, say, visiting a friend’s house 
and want to connect to their Wi-Fi. The key is that your 
friend’s contact item for you has to contain the email address 
you use with iCloud. Here’s how to use a friend’s password:

1. Make sure your device is near their iPhone, iPad, or 
Mac—the feature relies on Bluetooth and proximity.

2. Tap the network you want to join.
3. On your friend’s device, a Wi-Fi Password pop-up 

appears that explains what network you want to join 
and your name. They need to tap Share Password.

4. The password is sent securely and silently to your 

Select a Wi-Fi network 
from the list in Wi-Fi 
settings.

You can now view the 
list of available Wi-Fi 

networks and join one 
via Control Center.

You can join a network if someone who has you in their contacts has 
the network’s password and is nearby
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device, which joins the network without any prompts.

5. Your friend taps Done to dismiss the dialog.

Join via a QR Code
Back in iOS 11, Apple added a nifty visual way to share network details with a minimum of fuss via a QR code that you scan in the Camera app. 

This hotspot-sharing format, which was developed in the Android world, encodes the 
network name and its password.

While Wi-Fi–enabling QR codes aren’t found in the wild all that commonly, I have 
seen them in coffee shops and gathering places, probably placed there by a QR Code 
aficionado like me. Some conferences also use them to help attendees connect to the 
conference network. You can also find them on some Wi-Fi routers, letting you make 
the first connection without finding the default network password.

You can join a network via a QR code simply by pointing your iPhone or iPad 
camera at it. (Settings > Camera > Scan QR Code has to be turned on, which it is by 
default.) You can also use a Control Center control improved in iOS 13 and iPadOS 13 
that looks just for QR codes. (Go to Settings > Control Center > Customize Controls 
and add QR Code Reader.)

To scan a Wi-Fi network QR code with the Camera app:
1. Point your camera at the code so it’s entirely within the screen.
2. iOS recognizes the code and displays a Wi-Fi QR Code notification saying Join 

“Network Name” Network. Tap that notification.
3. Tap Join Network.

To scan a Wi-Fi network QR code from Control Center:
1. Swipe to bring up Control Center and tap the QR 

Code button.
2. Point your camera at the code so it’s within the QR 

Code frame.
3. iOS does a nifty code recognition animation that 

morphs into a Wi-Fi symbol and ends up as a message 
asking if you want to Join Wi-Fi Network “Network 
Name”? Tap Join.

If you’d like to join the long-simmering QR Code 
revolution and make a QR code that gives access to your 
Wi-Fi network, you need to use a Web site or app to generate 
the code. I suggest the QiFi site, which uses JavaScript to create 
the code entirely in your browser without sending your 
credentials to a server. And if you get really into QR codes and 
want to build some automation to create them, check out 
Charles Edge’s article on the topic.

One word of warning—the Wi-Fi password isn’t encrypted 
in the QR code! So don’t post such a QR code online or leave it lying around. It’s great for public hotspots, however, or in your home. I’m thinking 
about framing mine.

Wi-Fi just celebrated the 20th anniversary of the unveiling of the original 802.11b standard and the Wi-Fi moniker. It has also been 20 years since 
Apple VP of Marketing Phil Schiller took one giant leap for wireless networking by jumping onto an inflatable mat while streaming a video on 
Apple’s first Wi-Fi–enabled Mac, the clamshell iBook. Wi-Fi networks are now ubiquitous, but there’s still some friction to joining a new one. 
Having more choices available can smooth a tiny part of your day.

USB Storage with iOS 13: The FAQ
by JOSH CENTERS

Of all the email I’ve received about iOS 13 from readers of Take Control of iOS 13 and iPadOS 13, questions about using external USB drives 
with the Files app have been the most frequent. Here are answers to common questions I’ve received, and to other questions I expect many users to 

A QR code can encode a Wi-Fi network name and its 
password.
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have.

Can I use external USB drives with an iPhone, or does the feature work only on the iPad?
Although Apple has marketed this feature primarily in relation to the iPad—specifically the iPad Pro—it works just the same in iOS 13 on an 

iPhone as it does in iPadOS.

What types of storage devices can iOS 13 read?
iOS 13 can read any standard USB storage device as long as it has been formatted with a compatible file system and has sufficient power provided 

(see the next two points). In short, most storage devices should work. 
Niles Mitchell made a series of YouTube videos in which he connects obscure storage devices—including an Iomega Zip disk!—to an iPhone 

running iOS 13.

How do I connect a USB storage device to my iPhone or iPad?
It depends. Most iOS 13-compatible devices have a Lightning port, while 2018 iPad Pro models have a USB-C port:
• Lightning options: If your device has a Lightning port, you’ll need a Lightning-to-USB adapter. I strongly recommend Apple’s Lightning to 

USB 3 Camera Adapter because it supports USB 3 and offers a Lightning passthrough port for power, which will be necessary for some devices 
(see “Buy the Best Lightning to USB Adapter for iOS 13,” 12 August 2019). If you have the older USB 2 adapter without power 
passthrough, you can use a powered USB hub to power your storage devices. You can also buy Lightning-based thumb drives that eliminate the 
need for the adapter and passthrough power.

• USB-C options: Your best bet for USB-C-equipped iPads is either a USB-C–based thumb drive or one of the multitude of USB-C hubs that 
offer a USB-A port.

What file systems does iOS support?
As far as I can find, Apple doesn’t document what file systems iOS 13 can use: not in the support documents, nor in the most recent iPhone and 

iPad user guides. So I took matters into my own hands, repeatedly erasing and reformatting a thumb drive and plugging it into my iPhone to see if it 
would work. Long story short: iOS can read all non-encrypted file systems supported by the Mac’s Disk Utility.

How should you format a storage drive for use with iOS? Here are my recommendations:
• MS-DOS (FAT): FAT is the most compatible file system if you need to share your storage drive between iOS, macOS, Windows, and Linux. 

However, it comes with some irritating limitations: files must be smaller than 4 GB, filenames must be eight characters or less, and all filenames 
must be in capital letters with no spaces.

• exFAT: exFAT is a newer form of FAT and has fewer limitations. It’s a good choice for portability between iOS, macOS, and Windows. Linux 
can also use exFAT, though you’ll have to install some system extensions. (Microsoft has promised exFAT support in the Linux kernel but 
has provided no firm commitment to when that will 
happen.)

• Mac OS Extended (Journaled): The classic Mac file system, 
also known as HFS+, works fine if you plan to share a drive 
only between iOS and macOS.

• APFS: There isn’t much point to formatting a drive as APFS 
unless you’re planning to boot from it or want to play with 
containers and volumes.

How do I access my USB storage from Files?
On the iPad in landscape orientation, the drive appears in the sidebar automatically.
On an iPhone or an iPad in portrait orientation, double-tap the Browse icon on the bottom of the screen to jump to the Browse screen, which 

lists all of your locations.

How do I copy files to and from USB storage?
The easiest method is to tap and hold a file until the contextual menu appears and choose Copy. Then navigate to the destination, tap and hold a 

blank spot in the directory, and choose Paste from the contextual menu. To move a file, choose Move instead of Copy and choose a destination 
from the browser.

On the iPad, you can use drag-and-drop to copy the file where it needs to go. The easiest way is to split the Files window, pull up the location in 
the split, and then drag the file from the original window (see “Here’s What Sets iPadOS Apart from iOS,” 25 September 2019). You might find 
this handier than the above method if you have a lot of files to copy.
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Can I play media from USB external storage?

Yes, you can, which is an effective way to store movies 
without taking up valuable on-device space. I tested media 
playback with the open-source VLC, but other apps might 
work too. Tap and hold a media file until the contextual 
menu appears, tap Share, and then tap VLC or your desired 
app. VLC appears in the second row of the activity view—
you may have to swipe left and tap More to reveal it.

  If you plan to do this regularly, you can pin VLC to the 

Files activity view. On the rightmost screen pictured above, you 
can tap Edit in the upper-right corner and then tap the plus button 
to the left of Open 
in VLC.
When you tap the 
VLC icon in the 
Files activity view, 
be patient since it 

may take a few seconds before the video or other media file starts playing. I found that sometimes it 
didn’t play on the first try, requiring a second pass at opening the file in VLC.

Do I have to eject a drive before removing it, like on the Mac?
No, and in fact, that’s not even an option. Just use common sense and don’t pull a drive when it’s 

reading data or having data written to it.

How to Use tvOS 13’s Picture in Picture
by JOSH CENTERS

tvOS 13 is here, but the update is sufficiently subtle that you may not even realize you’re running it unless you’ve bumped into the new auto-play 
videos on the Home screen or one of the bugs that our readers have been reporting. I covered most of what’s new earlier this year in “An Early 
Look at tvOS 13” (10 June 2019), but an interesting new feature cropped up later in the beta cycle: Picture in Picture (PiP).

Finally! The iPad has had PiP for years, and it seemed like an obvious feature for the Apple TV. Unfortunately, Apple shipped PiP in tvOS 13 
with a huge limitation: it works only inside the Apple TV app. In earlier betas, you could start playing a video in the Apple TV app, minimize the 
video into PiP, and browse around the tvOS interface while watching the video in the tiny PiP window. Likely for the sake of simplicity, in the 
shipping version of tvOS 13, any video playing in PiP disappears if you return to the Home screen.

Restricting PiP to the Apple TV app limits its appeal, but you might still find it useful. Here’s how to activate PiP:
1. Start playing a video in the Apple TV app.
2. Touch (don’t click!) the touchpad of the Siri 

Remote to reveal the PiP button. (If you’re 
using the Remote app or the remote in 
Control Center, pause and unpause the 
video to reveal the PiP button.)

3. Swipe up to highlight the button, and then 
click the touchpad. (You might think you 
should swipe down to get to the button, but that displays menus at the top of the screen instead.)
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The video will shrink into a small PiP window in the lower-right corner. To 

reveal PiP controls, press the TV button. To hide those controls, press Menu. 
Don’t accidentally press the TV button to hide the controls, because that will take 
you to the Apple TV’s Home screen.

There are three control buttons in the PiP window.
Swipe on the touchpad to highlight one and then click to activate it:

• Make the PiP window full screen: Click the left button.
• Move the PiP window: Click the center button to move the PiP window to 

the upper-right corner. Click it again to move it to the next corner, in a 
counter-clockwise rotation. And so on.

• Close the PiP window: Click the right button.
Remember, to leave the PiP controls so you can browse in the Apple TV app, 

press the Menu button, not the TV button.
What’s interesting is you can start playing another full-screen video in the Apple TV app while playing a video in PiP. Just navigate to it and play it 

like normal. The full-screen video’s sound will play normally, while the volume will be muted in the PiP video.
You can switch between videos or close the PiP window. Bring 

up the PiP controls as you did before, by either touching the Siri 
Remote touchpad or pausing and unpausing the video.

This time there are two buttons:
• Swap video: The left button lets you switch between videos, 

shrinking the full-screen video into the PiP window and 
expanding the previous PiP video to occupy the entire screen.

• Close the PiP window: The right button closes the PiP 
window.

Given that PiP works only in the Apple TV app, the main use 
case I can imagine for it is following a sports game in PiP while watching another game or some other show full-screen. But it feels like Apple could 
make PiP more useful by allowing it to work regardless of what app you’re using.

Are there other good use cases for PiP in tvOS 13? Do you plan to use it? Let us know in the comments.

How to Use Catalina’s Continuity Sketch and Continuity Markup
by JOSH CENTERS

After pushing out a quick update to Take Control of Notes to address major changes in iOS 13, iPadOS 13, and macOS 10.15 Catalina, I 
realized that there were a few little things I’d missed in my haste, including a couple of little-publicized Continuity additions to macOS 10.15 
Catalina. Another free update to Take Control of Notes will be out soon, but in the meantime, I’d like to tell you how you can take advantage of these 
new Continuity features, which aren’t limited to Notes.

Continuity is Apple’s umbrella term for a wide variety of technologies that let you integrate or switch between your Apple devices without 
missing a beat. They include features like AirDrop, Apple Pay, Auto Unlock, Handoff, Instant Hotspot, and Sidecar (see “Catalina’s Sidecar Turns 
an iPad into a Second Mac Monitor,” 21 October 2019). Catalina adds a couple of new members to the Continuity family: Continuity Sketch 
and Continuity Markup, which let you draw sketches and mark up files on a device running iOS 13 and sync that data back to a Mac running 
Catalina.

Continuity Sketch
If you’re familiar with the Continuity Camera features introduced in macOS 10.14 Mojave (see “How to Take Photos and Scan Documents 

with Continuity Camera in Mojave,” 27 September 2018), Continuity Sketch works much the same way. However, instead of letting you take a 
picture or scan a document with an iOS device, it lets you use your iOS device as a sketchpad for your Mac.

The same apps that support Continuity Camera also support Continuity Sketch, such as the Finder, Mail, Messages, Notes, Pages, and TextEdit. 
Here’s how to use Continuity Sketch:
1. Click File in the menu bar or Control-click. In Mail, you can Control-click in a compose window. In Messages, you can Control-click in the 

message field. In Finder, Control-click any blank area of the Desktop.
2. Choose Import from iPhone or iPad > Add Sketch. If you have multiple devices available, the submenu will display multiple entries. 
3. Your iPhone or iPad should wake up to a sketch canvas. Draw your sketch using the onscreen tools (which I explain below). 
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4. When you’re finished, tap Done to send the sketch to your Mac 
and insert it in the app from which you called it.

Continuity Markup
Continuity Markup provides the same tools as Continuity 

Sketch, but it works differently. For one, it’s accessible only through 
Quick Look on the Mac. Also, unlike Continuity Sketch, where 
the sketch doesn’t appear until you tap Done on the iOS device, 
your scribbles on your iOS device show up in real-time on your 
Mac’s screen. Here’s how you use it:

1. To activate Continuity Markup, first pull up an image or 
PDF document in Quick Look by selecting it in the Finder 
and pressing the Space bar.

2. Click the Markup button in the 
Quick Look toolbar. 

3. In the markup toolbar, click the icon 
on the far right that looks like an 
iPad and Apple Pencil and choose 
your device from the pop-up menu. 

4. The chosen device will wake up, with the document or image in 
markup mode. Mark it up using the onscreen tools. 

5. When you’re finished marking up the image, tap Done to 
dismiss it from your iOS device.

6. Back on the Mac, click Done in Quick Look to save your 
changes, or click Revert to undo them all.

Markup Tools
As noted, Continuity Sketch and Continuity Markup share the 

same set of tools on the iOS side. They appear in a palette at the 
bottom of the screen, and on an iPad, you can drag the palette to any 
of the four sides of the screen. And of course, if your iPad supports it, 
you can draw with an Apple Pencil.

Here are the tools, from left to right:
•Pen, Marker, Pencil: These three are the main tools you’ll use to 
draw on the screen, each with different thicknesses. Tap one of the 
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tools while it’s selected to change its line style and weight or 
adjust its transparency. 

• Eraser: With this tool selected, tapping a drawing will erase 
it, which is called the Object Eraser. In iOS 13, you can 
switch to a pixel eraser, which works like a real eraser and lets 
you remove portions of the image, by tapping the Eraser 
tool again and then Pixel Eraser.

• Lasso: The lasso tool lets you draw around an object to 
select it. Once you’ve selected an object, you can drag it 
around the screen or tap it to see options to copy or delete it.

• Ruler: Tapping this tool displays a ruler, which you can move and rotate and then use to help draw straight lines at any angle by drawing along 
one side of the ruler. The line will snap to the edge of the ruler. Drag with one finger to move the ruler, and twist with two fingers to rotate it—
it displays the angle while you’re rotating the ruler.

More Tools: Sometimes you’ll see a plus icon in the palette. Tapping it reveals additional tools, which are extremely similar to Preview’s editing 
tools on the Mac:

• Text box: Tap this tool to insert a text box, which says Text by default. Tap the box and tap Edit to change the text inside the box. You can 
also use the Aa button in the palette to change the text style.

• Signature: If you’ve created a signature in Preview for signing digital documents, you can insert it here. Otherwise, you’re prompted to draw a 
new signature that will be inserted on the screen.

• Magnifier: This tool adds a circular loupe that magnifies whatever is 
under it. Drag the blue dot to adjust the size of the loupe and the green 
dot to change the level of magnification. 

• Shapes: Tap these icons to insert the associated shape: rectangle, circle, 
speech balloon, or arrow.

  I cover these tools and much, much more in Take Control of 
iOS 13 and iPadOS 13, Take Control of Notes, and Take 
Control of Preview, which I co-authored with Adam Engst.
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Redownload Archived macOS Installers to Address Expired Certificates
By ADAM ENGST

Apple digitally signs the installers used by its software updates to ensure that they haven’t been tampered with. That’s sensible, but there’s a gotcha: 
the certificates Apple uses to sign these installers have expiration dates. On his Der Flounder blog, Rich Trouton explains what happens when 
these certificates expire—Apple reissues the installers with new 
certificates. That has happened again, since many, if not all of Apple’s 
recent installers had an expiration date of 24 October 2019, which 
came and went last week.

For most Mac users, this kerfuffle is largely irrelevant—if you need 
an installer for an older version of macOS, you’ll get one that will 
work when you download it. The people who are being impacted 
are Apple consultants and IT admins who have built troubleshooting 
toolkits that contain a selection of macOS installers for rebuilding 
Macs with whatever version of macOS is required.

  The Finder may report that those installers can’t be verified and may have been 
corrupted or tampered with during download.
  Getting New Installers
Apple has now re-signed and re-released older installers, giving them a new 
expiration date of 14 April 2029—nearly 10 years in the future. If you want to 
rebuild your archive, you can download new installers from links on these pages:
• macOS 10.15 Catalina
• macOS 10.14 Mojave
• macOS 10.13 High Sierra
• macOS 10.12 Sierra
• OS X 10.11 El Capitan
• OS X 10.10 Yosemite

  Apple says that earlier versions are not available for download, and as far as I can 
tell, that’s true. Historically, they appeared in the App Store app, in your list of 
purchased items, but the only operating systems still showing up there for me are 

the developer beta of Sierra and the GM candidate for El Capitan (and I doubt they’d work anyway).
However, if you have installers for 10.9 Mavericks, 10.8 Mountain Lion, and 10.7 Lion, TidBITS Talk reader gastropod suggested a 

workaround for their expired certificates. Before you install, set the clock on the Mac to a date when the certificate was valid, perform the install, 
and then reset the date back after installation. To change the date from Terminal (which is likely all that will be accessible), follow these steps, which 
set it to 1 February 2016:

1. In the installer, choose Utilities > Terminal.
2. Enter sudo date 0201010116, press Return, and enter your password.
3. Quit Terminal and continue the install.
Catalina Enhances softwareupdate Command-Line Tool
Speaking of Terminal, Armin Briegel has written on his Scripting OS X blog that the softwareupdate command has a new option in 

Catalina that lets you download the full installer for a specific version of macOS. This seems to work with versions of 10.14 Mojave and 10.13 High 
Sierra, but nothing older.

This command downloads the latest Install macOS application to your Applications folder.
softwareupdate --fetch-full-installer
And this one downloads 10.13.6 specifically.
softwareupdate --fetch-full-installer --full-installer-version 10.13.6
In the Year 2525

Macs & macOS
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This isn’t the first time we’ve needed to rebuild our collections of macOS installers—see “Previously Downloaded OS X Installers No Longer 

Work” (2 March 2016)—and it won’t be the last. Although it’s mostly just an annoyance to redownload everything now, the situation is more 
troubling over the long term. Silicon Valley always wants to look to the future, but academics and researchers of that future will also want to look 
back. Expiring certificates could make it difficult or even impossible to bring older Macs back to life for historical or reference purposes. Apple is 
unlikely to exist forever, but will the final employee re-sign all the old installers with a certificate that expires on the last possible date of 31 December 
9999? And then what happens in the year 10,000?

macOS 10.15 Catalina Ships, Upgrade with Caution
by ADAM ENGST

Apple today released macOS 10.15 Catalina, leaving just iOS 13 for the HomePod and watchOS 6 for the Apple Watch Series 1 and Series 2 as 
vaporware. Catalina advertises itself as an 8.09 GB download in System 
Preferences > Software Update, but its App Store page claims that it’s only 4.9 
GB. For an overview of what’s new, see “No Mac Is an Island with macOS 
Catalina” (3 June 2019).

We’re dying to know if, as Michael Cohen pointed out in our TidBITS Slack 
group, Apple intentionally waited to release Catalina on the 477th anniversary 
of the Portuguese explorer Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo claiming Santa 
Catalina Island for Spain on 7 October 1542. It certainly wasn’t a discovery—
the island had been inhabited by the native Pimugnans since 7000 BCE.

Regardless of whether or not the release date is a historical coincidence, you’re 
now faced with the question of when to upgrade to Catalina. Note that I say “when” and not “if” because something, 
such as the purchase of a new Mac, the need for updated software, or compatibility with iOS, will force you to upgrade 
at some point. It’s better to do so proactively than reactively. When that time comes, we strongly recommend that you 
follow the advice in Joe Kissell’s Take Control of Upgrading to Catalina.

Nevertheless, for most people, we recommend delaying your upgrade for a while for a variety of reasons:
Catalina won’t run 32-bit apps: No TidBITS readers should be surprised by this news at this point. If you rely on 

32-bit apps, you’ll need to upgrade them (which may be expensive), find alternatives (which may be pricey and comes 
with a learning curve), or run them in a virtual machine (see “Moving to Catalina: Keep Your 32-Bit Mac Apps 
Running with Parallels,” 18 September 2019). If you still need to download Mojave, Apple has a support document 
explaining how to get it.

Some backup apps aren’t yet compatible with Catalina: One of the big changes in Catalina is the way macOS 
runs from a read-only system volume that’s separate from the writeable data volume that stores your apps and documents. This change, along with 
others, has caused issues for backup apps. Developers are taking it into account, but it would be stupid to upgrade to Catalina before your backup 
app supports it. Pay attention to the TidBITS Watchlist for important updates. For instance, Carbon Copy Cloner 5.1.10 and later are 
compatible with Catalina, as is Retrospect 16.5, but Shirt Pocket has yet to make a statement about SuperDuper’s Catalina compatibility.

Catalina’s notarization requirements may cause trouble: One of the ways Apple has increased security with Catalina is to require that apps 
distributed outside the Mac App Store be notarized by Apple to run. Those requirements don’t apply to previously distributed software, so older apps 
already on your Mac should continue to run, but you may not be able to install an older, unnotarized app in Catalina.

Catalina forces apps to request more permissions than before: Again, in the interests of increasing security and privacy, Apple requires apps to 
request more permissions in Catalina than in previous versions of macOS. In Catalina, apps will have to ask for permission to access files in your 
Desktop and Documents folders, iCloud Drive, and external volumes. Plus, you’ll be prompted before any app can capture keyboard activity or a 
screenshot or screen recording. That’s good for security, but it’s possible that older software won’t know how to ask or won’t work correctly if you 
deny its request.

There could be unanticipated backward-compatibility issues: This concern is purely speculative, but it has bitten Mac-using offices in the past. 
In essence, if you upgrade to Catalina, that may force you to upgrade an app you rely on. If the new version of that app saves its documents in a 
format that older versions can’t read, that could cause problems for users whose Macs either shouldn’t be upgraded right away or can’t be upgraded at 
all.

Apple’s OS releases so far this year have been riddled with bugs: Apple’s software testing, coupled with reports from users of the public betas, 
has historically done a decent job of identifying and fixing the most common and annoying bugs in major operating system releases. This year, 
however, in less than two weeks, Apple has already released iOS 13.0, 13.1, 13.1.1, and 13.1.2; iPadOS 13.1, 13.1.1, and 13.1.2; and watchOS 6.0 
and 6.0.1 (for only the Apple Watch Series 3 and later). We’re always happy to see Apple fix bugs quickly, but we’d prefer to wait longer for releases 
that are less buggy.

We have no way of knowing whether Catalina will suffer from the kind of bugs that Apple has been scrambling to fix in iOS, iPadOS, and 
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watchOS, but it’s worth being cautious. We often recommend that those who aren’t early adopters wait until the .1 or .2 releases; when those come 
out, we’ll adjust our upgrade advice as appropriate. We’re not alone in recommending caution—at Six Colors, Jason Snell has published his full 
review of Catalina, titling it “macOS Catalina review: New era ahead, proceed with caution.”

Of course, if you love trying the latest and greatest and have a test Mac that you don’t rely on to get your work done, feel free to upgrade to 
Catalina right away! That’s what many of us are doing, and if we end up capsized by Pacific storms en route to Catalina, well, we knew what we 
were signing up for.

Catalina’s Sidecar Turns an iPad into a Second Mac Monitor
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA

One marquee feature in macOS 10.15 Catalina is Sidecar, which enables the use of an 
iPad as a second Mac monitor. That is handy for extending the Mac desktop to gain 
added workspace, or for mirroring a Mac’s desktop on a second screen to share information 
with others more conveniently.

Turning an iPad into a secondary display is not a new idea. Third-party software, such as 
Duet Display and Air Display, has turned iPads into Mac monitors for years. AstroHQ 
even came up with a hardware approach, in the form of its $69.99 Luna Display dongles 
for Mac, to provide better performance and reliability (see “Luna Display Turns an iPad 
into a Responsive Mac Screen,” 7 December 2018).

AstroHQ recently lamented that it had been “Sherlocked” by Apple and Sidecar, but 
insisted it was still in the game. Indeed, the Luna can do things Sidecar cannot. Most recently, AstroHQ announced a Mac-to-Mac mode for 
Luna Display that can turn one Mac into a second display for another. That’s something TidBITS has been interested in for years—see “Build 
Your Own 23-inch MacBook” (5 February 2007) and “Tools We Use: Teleport” (27 August 2007)—and we hope to evaluate Luna Display’s 
Mac-to-Mac mode soon.

Apple’s Sidecar feature, though, is free (assuming users already have all the hardware pieces). The fact that it’s built into macOS means it may 
relegate some third-party competitors to niche status (or the pursuit of other markets, such as Windows and Android.)

With Sidecar, Apple mostly delivers on its promise to readily transform an iPad into a Mac screen with little fuss and a grab bag of unique 
capabilities. Be warned, though, that Sidecar is still a bit rough around the edges, so expect to see glitches.

Attaching the Sidecar
Sidecar isn’t for everyone, thanks to stringent hardware requirements. You need a Mac with a Skylake processor or newer running Catalina—

this leaves out plenty of older Catalina-ready Macs—along with an Apple Pencil-compatible iPad, which also must be running iPadOS 13.
Sidecar works over a wired or wireless connection. Tethering the tablet to the Mac via a USB-C or Lightning cable provides the best performance 

and reliability. The wireless option isn’t bad, though—when it works at all.
For a wireless connection, your Mac and iPad must be using the same iCloud account. Both devices must have Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Handoff 

(in Settings > General > Handoff) enabled. In wireless mode, Sidecar uses Bluetooth for initial iPad detection and a point-to-point hookup for data 
transfers once connected, with an effective range of about 10 feet (3 meters).

If the wireless mode doesn’t work for you, try a physical cable. I resorted to this approach on a number of occasions when the wireless option 
inexplicably failed me. The USB-C or Lightning cable must connect directly to a Mac, not indirectly via a hub.

Regardless of the connection method, to begin using Sidecar, click the Display icon in the menu 
bar, and choose your iPad from the menu. The Mac’s screen will blink momentarily, and then the 

iPad’s screen will be replaced by an extension of the 
Mac desktop, just as you’d expect.
  If that doesn’t work, open System Preferences > 
Display, and make sure that your iPad is the 
designated AirPlay display via the pop-up menu at 
the bottom.
  Once everything is set up properly, you can use the 
iPad with your Mac just as you would any dual-display setup. For instance, in System Preferences 
> Display, you can turn screen mirroring on and off or adjust how your Mac and iPad displays are 
arranged in relation to each other.
  Now you can decide which apps appear on the iPad screen. This can be as simple as dragging 
windows from one display to the other. Better yet, click the Window menu available in many 
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apps, and you’ll see an option to move windows with one 
click: Move to iPad or Move Window Back to Mac, 
depending on which device contains the window. Some 
apps lack a Window menu, but similar window-moving 
options appear when you hover the Mac’s pointer over the 
window’s green zoom button.

Special Sidecar Features
Sidecar offers several unique features that make it 

interesting if a bit quirky. For instance, the iPad Sidecar’s 
tablet interface displays two optional control strips—one 
running horizontally on the iPad display, the other 
vertically—that respond to finger control.

The horizontal strip, called the Touch Bar, should be 

instantly familiar to anyone who has used the physical Touch Bar on a 
MacBook Pro, and it looks and works much the same. Different control 
options appear depending on which app you are 
using, just as on the MacBook Pro. The physical 
Touch Bar has received lukewarm reviews, and I’m 
not sure the Sidecar equivalent will be any more 
popular, but some people might like it.

  The vertical strip, called the Sidebar, does a number of things:
• The top two buttons show or hide the Mac menu bar on the iPad screen when a Mac app is in full-screen mode and 

shift the Dock between the Mac and iPad screens.
• In the middle of the strip is a quartet of modifier keys: Command, Option, Control, and Shift. These are mostly for 

specialized users, like artists who need to engage a modifier key with one hand while using an Apple Pencil with the 
other. Apple provides an example:

• While sculpting a model in ZBrush, an artist can use the modifier keys in the sidebar to zoom, rotate, and pan around 
their model as they draw with Apple Pencil. Double-tapping a modifier key will keep it active, allowing more prolonged 
work without the need to hold it down. An additional tap will deactivate the key.
• At the bottom of the Sidebar are an Undo button, a Keyboard button to show and hide a small floating keyboard 
(which appears to be the stock iPadOS 13 virtual mini-keyboard), and a Disconnect button to end a Sidecar session.

You can configure these control strips in System Preferences > Sidecar. 
It lets you toggle the Sidebar and Touch Bar on or off. It also enables 
you to move the Sidebar to the left or right of the screen, and put the 
Touch Bar on the top or bottom. The pane also lets you initiate or end 
a Sidecar session, as an alternative to using the Display menu in the menu bar or the Disconnect 
button on the Sidebar.
  Honestly, I never found the Sidebar or Touch Bar particularly useful, and mostly kept them 
hidden to maximize the usable screen real estate on the iPad.

Using the Apple Pencil
Sidebar and Touch Bar aside, you largely can’t use the iPad via finger input during a Sidecar session, which is confusing since the iPad is 

fundamentally a touch-driven device. For the most part, you’ll use the mouse cursor on the iPad screen, like any other display.
There are a few ways of interacting with Mac apps on Sidecar using your fingers. Use vertical two-finger swipes to scroll through long Web pages 

and documents. When you are working in text documents, you can use iPadOS 13’s three-finger actions to copy (pinch), cut (pinch twice), paste 
(pinch out), undo (swipe left or double-tap) and redo (swipe right), much as you would using native iPad apps.

Sadly, inconsistent fingers-on-iPad responsiveness kept me from relying on these actions in Sidecar as routine alternatives to Mac mouse and 
keyboard input.

If you have an Apple Pencil, you can also use it to tap Mac interface elements on the iPad screen and to control pointer and cursor positioning. 
Swiping with the Apple Pencil selects text.
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As with finger input, I found Apple Pencil support to be unreliable. Sometimes it worked, but it often failed, for reasons I couldn’t discern. I gave 

up and relied on my Mac input devices most of the time.
Sidecar also supports several everyday tasks via Continuity features, which work independently from Sidecar. One of these, Continuity Sketch, 

lets you sketch with an Apple Pencil on your iPad and insert the sketch into a Mac document. Similarly, Continuity Markup lets you sign Mac 
documents, correct papers, or circle details in images using an Apple Pencil on the iPad.

More sophisticated Apple Pencil actions are possible when using Sidecar with a variety of third-party apps—including productivity apps, such as 
BusyCal, Evernote and PDFpen, as well as apps for drawing, design, and photo or video editing, such as Adobe Illustrator, Affinity Photo, Final Cut 
Pro and Pixelmator Pro. Note the ZBrush example above.

A double-tap on the side of the Apple Pencil 2 engages particular features in some apps. If this is the case with apps you are using, enable 
double-tap functionality via the Sidecar pane in System Preferences. Otherwise, keep it deactivated.

Other Features
Here are a few other Sidecar features and quirks to keep in mind:
• Sidecar and iPadOS: Sidecar doesn’t prevent you from using iPadOS when Sidecar is engaged. Swipe up from the bottom of the iPad screen, 

and the Home screen reappears, with a Sidecar icon on the far right of the iPad’s Dock. Tap the icon to re-engage Sidecar. You can even have 
iPadOS Slide Over windows floating atop Sidecar—just swipe left from the right side of the iPad screen. (Apple claims you can position Sidecar 
and an iPad app next to each other via Split View, but I couldn’t get this to work.)

• Sidecar with other external displays: Sidecar supports only one iPad at a time. However, it has no problem working in tandem with a 
conventional secondary monitor that is also hooked up to the Mac, for a total of three active screens operating as a single, extended display.

• Limited display settings: You can’t change display scaling and color profiles on the iPad. My 11-inch iPad Pro’s screen is stuck at a 
pixel-doubled resolution of 1116-by-756 on the Mac (which doesn’t look bad), compared to the IPad’s native resolution of 2388-by-1668 
pixels.

• Sidecar and external keyboards: Although it’s possible to use Sidecar’s cramped on-screen keyboard, it’s not suitable for extended interaction, 
and the full system keyboard is not available. You can use an external keyboard, such as Apple’s Smart Keyboard for the iPad, perhaps when 
moving away from the Mac and using your iPad and Sidecar on the couch. Prepare for wonkiness, though. I’ve already noted issues with finger 
and Apple Pencil screen interaction that would cripple such work sessions even with an attached keyboard. Also, Command+Q does not work 
with a physical keyboard. Command+Tab during a Sidecar session does not bring up the Mac’s app switcher, as you might expect, but the iPad 
app switcher. Command+Space won’t open Spotlight on the Mac, which would make the most sense during a Sidecar session, but iPadOS 
search.

Sidecar Upshot
Sidecar does not yet match third-party alternatives feature for feature, as Luna Display maker AstroHQ takes pains to note. But the fact that 

Sidecar is free and built into the latest version of macOS and iPadOS means it automatically has a broad audience.
Apple has aspired to make Sidecar dead simple to use, which adds to its appeal. It largely succeeds in its goal of transforming an iPad into a Mac 

screen.
But, as I discovered, the technology is still glitchy and unreliable. Feel free to give it a try, but temper your expectations for now.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of 
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the 
intersection of North Academy and Dublin). 

Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on 
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south 
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to 
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance 
is on the west side of the building.

Smoking is not permitted on the premises. 

Sig meeting:
Canceled until January
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

